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Abstract

QuickPic demonstrates Zero Configuration networking and communication to quickly share photos taken
by people around you. Android and iOS devices automatically discover each other by leveraging the
Multicast Domain Name System (mDNS) over Wi-Fi networks, and communicate using HTTP for file
transfers. This project presents a comparative analysis of mDNS implementation, file system architecture,
open-source libraries, and server emulation on these two mobile application platforms.

Introduction

Motivation for this project is best summarized in the Request for Comments submitted to the Internet
Engineering Task Force by Apple Inc. titled Multicast DNS. “As networked devices become smaller, more
portable, and more ubiquitous, the ability to operate with less configured infrastructure is increasingly
important. In particular, the ability to look up DNS resource record data types (including, but not limited
to, host names) in the absence of a conventional managed DNS server is useful.” [Apple Inc]

In a world where the cloud reigns supreme, local networking and communication remains a topic of
research. Rather than introducing overhead with communication to distant servers, we can leverage existing
technologies to publish our services locally and configure automatically. Other benefits that using a locality
based services present includes operability during infrastructure failure, and the lack of administration
required to offer them. The inherent locality required for Multicast Domain Name System also allows a
developer to make assumptions that would not be possible using a larger networking approach.

One of the most important details of the Request for Comments was the observation that networked devices
are becoming smaller, more portable, and ubiquitous. As of September 13th, the Pew Internet and
American Life Project report that 56% of American adults own a smartphone. [Brenner] People are
communicating and sharing more using their smartphones, and network latency or service quality hinders
the fast, convenient experience that a smartphone is designed for.

The Pew Internet and American Life Project reports that 25% of American cell phone users choose iOS,
while 28% choose Android as their preferred platform. [Brenner] Market trends shows these platforms
aren’t slowing down either, Android and iOS sales accounted for a majority 90% of all smartphone sales in
2011. [Kim] Windows and Blackberry only account for 5% of the cell phone market, which allowed me to
effectively conclude that these platforms are not ready for the big time. Developing an application that
would allow most people to communicate would require implementation on both of these platforms. This
was a great opportunity to compare native application development in these dominant platforms.

Previous work using mDNS began at Motorola under the moniker PicFlic. While this application
demonstrated the possibility of using mDNS in an Android application for Zero Configuration Networking,
it did not cooperate with iOS applications. My goal for this project was to create two applications that
would present their services, and communicate using a uniform interface despite differences in
implementation.

This project presents a comparative analysis of mDNS implementation, file system architecture, opensource libraries, and server emulation on these two mobile application platforms.

Mobile Platforms

The Android and iOS platforms have a common goal, powerful computation at the tip of your fingers. They
are designed to be intuitive and easy to use, getting the information you need with minimal interruption and
convenience. A user can interact with these application using touch-based motions, such as swiping,
pinching, long pressing, or tapping. There are several user interface components that are repeated through
these platforms as well, including checkboxes, buttons, and switches. While these applications can appear
to be exactly the same depending on the platform, their technical underpinnings are vastly different.

The iOS platform is based on the Darwin OS. [Levin] Darwin is at the core of both iOS and Mac OS X, and
“conforms to the SUSv3 and POSIX specifications for C API, Shell Utilities and Threads.“ [Apple] iOS
includes applications for messaging, camera control, accessing email, maps, and just about anything else
you could imagine. Apple boasts one of the most lively development communities, with “650,000 apps in
the App Store, 225,000 of which are for iPad.” [Indvik] There are also “now more than 400 million
accounts with registered credit cards in the App Store, making it the store with the most credit cards on file
anywhere in the world.” [Indvik]

iOS applications are mainly written in Objective-C, C, or C++. Anyone can develop an application using
the XCode application provided on Mac OS X without a developer license, and test using the built in iOS
Simulator. In order to develop applications using a physical device or deploy to Apple’s App Store, you
will need to join the iOS Developer Program for a $99 a year fee. [Apple]

The current version of iOS is iOS7. Apple has a very clear focus on its users, and wants all iPhone and iPad
owners to be on the latest version of their software. Apple has confirmed that “74% people who visit the
app store on Apple devices are on iOS7.” [Puri] Even more startling is that 96% of all iOS users are on
iOS6 or greater, which allows greater flexibility and power for application developers. While most iOS
users are on the most recent version of iOS, it does not mean that it is the most popular. Apple currently
holds 13% of the global market share, an area where Android reigns supreme. [Fingas]

Android is different in several respects to iOS, with one of the most obvious aspects being the open source
nature to the entire project. Android is based on the Linux kernel, and uses a unique Java Virtual Machine
called Dalvik to run its programs. Android also includes applications for messaging, camera control,
accessing email, maps, and a vibrant ecosystem for downloading other apps called the Google Play Store.
Android boasts a huge suite of applications, with over 1 million apps and over 50 billion total downloads.
[Victor H]

Android applications are usually written in Java, C, or C++. Developing an application for Android is as
simple as downloading the Android SDK and writing your Java code. You will be able build and test your
application using an Android Virtual Device. In order to deploy your application on the Google Play Store,
you will need to pay a one-time $25 fee to register your name as an Android Developer. You may try to
deploy your application on alternative Android stores, such as the Amazon Appstore where a fee may not
be required.

Google recently released the newest version of the Android operating system, 4.4, or KitKat. Android
currently holds 81% of the global market share, demonstrating clear global control of the mobile
ecosystem. [Fingas] This does not tell the whole story though, because about only 1% of Android devices
connecting to the Google Play Store are on the most recent version of Android.

Zero Configuration Networking
Zero-Configuration networking is usually accomplished using Multicast DNS to present services in an adhoc fashion. Any device looking for a specific service sends out a UDP request on port 5353 to all
connected devices. An example service name would be “_music._tcp.local.” meaning that there is a local
music service that uses TCP in the local area network. Any services that are running this service respond to
the original request with their IP address, port and the name of their service.

Multicast DNS has already seen application in the mobile world. Apple Inc. submitted the Request for
Comments to the Internet Engineering Task Force, and is the lead developer of an extremely Zero
Configuration Networking package, known as Bonjour. “Bonjour, also known as zero-configuration
networking, enables automatic discovery of devices and services on a local network using industry standard
IP protocols. Bonjour makes it easy to discover, publish, and resolve network services with a sophisticated,
yet easy-to-use, programming interface that is accessible from Cocoa, Ruby, Python, and other languages.”
[Apple Inc.] Bonjour is open source software released under the Apache 2.0 license, and can be easily used
in the iOS framework.

Bonjour is an Apple creation; meaning that it more than likely will not make it’s way to the Android
platform. The developers at Google realized they were missing out by not including a simple Zero
Configuration API in the Android Framework, and added the Network Service Discovery package in API
level 14. Unfortunately these two packages do not interoperate, leaving a developer intending to develop a
cross platform application to look for alternatives. After researching Motorola’s application, I discovered
the JmDNS library, which implements the mDNS specification in pure Java, perfect for Android. “JmDNS
is a Java implementation of multi-cast DNS and can be used for service registration and discovery in local
area networks. JmDNS is fully compatible with Apple's Bonjour.” [JmDNS] JmDNS was designed to be
compatible with Apple’s network discovery service, which means that Android and iOS devices will be
visible to one another despite the difference in implementation.

Implementation

There are several commonalities between the Android and iOS applications, which include publishing a
service over mDNS, emulating a server, making HTTP requests, and interacting with the file system.

I chose a unique service identifier for my application, _masl._tcp.local. (With the MASL being the Mobile
and Applications Services Lab where this application was developed. Each device publishes its service on
port 8080, a port often used for HTTP communication for applications. In iOS this is accomplished using
the NSNetService package. Android will use the JmDNS library mentioned earlier in the paper for
resolution. Whenever an iOS or Android device is discovered, it is added to a list, which displays the name
of the device.

Once the device has published itself as a service, it begins to emulate an HTTP server. Each device begins
by opening up a server socket on port 8080 in a separate thread, and starts listening for connections.
Anytime there is a connection, we parse the HTTP header and see if this is a request to the web root. If this
is the first request, each device interacts with the file system to create a JSON list of all photos on the
device. The requesting devices will the parse this list, and make subsequent requests to the server for each
photo.

Interacting with the file system is very different on each of these platforms. iOS devices use the
AssetsLibrary framework to get access to photos, which provide an abstracted URI indicating the resource
and type of file. An example URI for a photo would be: assetslibrary://asset/asset.JPG?id=1000000003&ext=JPG. When returning an asset, I removed the “assetslibrary://asset” because it resulted in a much cleaner URL for future HTTP requests. Android uses Content
Providers to track photos on the Linux file system. This will simply provide the file paths for all the photos,
which make creating URL requests appear exactly like they would on a traditional Linux server.

Open Source Libraries

While we had a clear method of communication and the ability to find devices, we still were missing out on
the crucial ability to view photos. In order to examine some more differences between the platforms, I
decided to use an open source library for viewing photos on each platform. For iOS I used
MWPhotoBrowser, a powerful photo viewing application with built in sharing and HTTP requesting
abilities. I found the Android library called HorizontalImageScroller-Android which also handles request,
caching, and automatic image resizing when provided a list of URLs.

In order to include the MWPhotoBrowser in your project, you will need to complete a couple of steps. You
first begin by downloading the source code for the project, and adding the XCode project file to your
current project. After that you need to link the binary with the library file from the MWPhotoBrowser
source code. You will also ensure that you include the app bundle for MWPhotoBrowser into the build
phase. After that you have to change the build settings to ensure that the MWPhotoBrowser source code is
on the build path. You will also need to include the frameworks that MWPhotoBrowser uses internally
within your application, namely MessageUI.framework, QuartzCore.framework, AssetsLibrary.framework
and ImageIO.framework. After completing all of these steps listed on the GitHub page, I was still
experiencing issues. I realized that I needed to include an Objective-C compiler flag because we were
dealing with the Objective-C code within MWPhotoBrowser in earlier steps in the build process. After that
you will need to set your current ViewController as a MWPhotoBrowserDelegate, and provide a couple of
methods within the class that allow MWPhotoBrowser to get the list of URLs, and the total count of
photos. [Waterfall]

HorizontalImageScroller-Android also provides a similar process to be required inside of another project.
You first begin by downloading the source code for the project, and adding the source code for the Android
library as an Android Project from existing source. After that, you can simply add the entire source
directory as a library from the project properties. The process of including Android code is far less
extensive than iOS, which makes sense given the open source nature of Android. After the library has been

imported into your project, you simply add a HorizontalImageScroller element to your XML hierarchy, and
get a handle to the Object in the OnCreate method of your activity. We have already created a list of photos
from our initial request, so we simply hand the list of photos to the instance and it will automatically pull in
images.

Conclusions and Future Work

QuickPic was a successful project, demonstrating the possibilities of using mDNS in a platform ambiguous
fashion for quick network discovery. There were some clear limitations to using this application, which
lead me to believe that mDNS and mobile applications are fundamentally opposed to one another. The first
requirement of using mDNS is a notion of local connectivity. This means that there has to be some kind of
configured connection between the two devices, namely a Wi-Fi access point that the two devices share.
While this may seem like a pretty easy step, it can actually take longer than simply than using MMS to
share a photo with a friend. Imagine trying to share a WEP key to a router at home so you are on the same
local network before even being able to share a photo.

An example use case of this application was finding photos sent around at a concert or a sporting event. It
is very rare that there are Wi-Fi access points that are open to the public, widespread enough to get a unique
angle on the game, and secure enough that you would feel confident sharing the photos on your device with
anyone else in the area.

Wi-Fi access points can often be configured to prevent mDNS packets being sent to all peers on the
network, which is the case using GVSU’s Wi-Fi networks. You must also ensure that you are within the
same subnet on larger networks, which can be difficult to guarantee. This made the larger idea of sharing
photos at a sporting event nearly impossible; just imagine the odds of someone connected to the same
access point with correct subnet, with the QuickPic app downloaded, and running it at the same time as you
are, with a relevant photo from the event.

The JmDNS project doesn’t seem to have much activity on the SourceForge site, with the last update being
more than two years ago. It seems like a bad idea to rely on software that even the developers don’t seem
interested in using anymore, which means the Android is inherently stalled. The developers at Google
realized this was an issue, and forked the JmDNS project and created Network Service Discovery as part of
the Android platform. This would be really nice if it cooperated with Bonjour, but that is not the case.

Android also has a nice library, which is designed to back port newer functionality to older platforms,
allowing developers to use the newest APIs with older devices. I had experienced some issues trying to use
the JmDNS library from the SourceForge site within newer versions of Android with the AndroidSupport
library. It’s my belief that the support library was pulling in information from the Network Service
Discovery package, and not from the included JmDNS jar file, leading to some strange errors when testing.
This alone forced me to develop my application for Android version 8, a version where the AndroidSupport
package was not being included into my app development process.

I plan on open sourcing the code for students at Grand Valley State University to use. My advisor and I had
discussed other students using these applications as a base to create something more complete in the future,
which would be great.
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